River Region OLSEL Network

Event Overview:
OLSEL Leaders (and other staff) across the River Region Schools, engage in professional dialogue and learning within a Network to enhance the OLSEL Framework Sustainability Phase within their respective schools.

The River Region Network was established and continues to function with the support of the Principals within the River Region.

Who can participate?
OLSEL/Literacy Leaders, Principals and other interested staff members

How the program will be structured?
The Network is conducted using the Video Conferencing facilities across the River Region. The Network meets once or twice a term, depending upon the needs of the group; Meetings times are prearranged by the group with consideration to the availability of the Video Conferencing facilities. Meetings are one hour in duration.

The program has been designed to:
The River Region OLSEL Network is designed to –
- Sustain and build the knowledge and understanding of the OLSEL Initiative
- Provide a forum for leaders to collaborate; to learn with and from each other

What is expected of participants?
It is expected that the participants will –
- adhere to and uphold the established protocols of the Network
- respect and acknowledge all voices within the network
- communicate clearly to Principals the efforts/actions of the Network
- share the roles of the Network Meetings. e.g. chair, agenda formulation, minute keeping, time keeper etc
- complete agreed tasks/actions as defined and nominated by the Network
- contribute to discussions

What is required of the principal?
Support the OLSEL Leader to actively participate within the Network
What you can expect from the CEOB:
CEOB staff will participate in the network by

- providing support for the group/ further building the capacity of leaders
- communicating further developments and considerations in regard to OLSEL
- assisting with resources
- providing regular feedback

Registration:
Registration online is not required. Apologies however are directed to the Chair.
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